
Have you ever looked up at the sky and stared at the Moon?
There have been a lot of stories about the Moon.  Since it’s our
closest neighbor in space, it’s natural to be curious about it.  The
Moon has played an important part in our history.  Ancient civiliza-
tions like the Aztecs built temples in honor of the Moon and ob-
served its phases.  Native American communities have passed
down folktales of how the Moon came to be.  Some people pass
down stories about the “Man in the Moon” or nursery rhymes about
the cow jumping over the Moon.

Let’s learn a few facts about the Moon.
It is about one quarter the size of the Earth and it’s 238,857 miles

away from us.  The Moon is a natural satellite or celestial body that
orbits our planet.  Some planets like Jupiter have more moons than
we do.  We have only one.  We can watch it rise and set like the sun
and at different times of the month, we see different sizes of the
Moon - like a half or quarter moon, crescent moon, or full moon.
The Moon rises in the east and sets in the west - just like the sun.
Sometimes, you can see the sun and the Moon in the sky at the
same time!
The Earth spins on its axis.  It takes 24 hours for Earth to spin

once.  It takes about 28 days for the Moon to orbit the Earth.   To-
gether the Moon and the Earth orbit the sun and that takes 365
days which is our year.
The Moon is not made of cheese.  The Moon’s surface is rocky,

dusty and full of craters.  The surface is not flat as it has mountains
and valleys.  So far, scientists have not found any evidence of
plants or animals on the Moon.
The Moon doesn’t always look the same in the night sky.  It does

not make it’s own light or heat.  We can only see the Moon because
the sun’s light shines on it.  When the sun’s light doesn’t light up the
whole Moon, you can only see part of it and that is why we can only
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see a quarter moon or crescent moon at different times of the
month.  The Moon goes through these phases each month.  The
first phase, the new moon, is when the sun shines on the part of
the Moon that faces away from the Earth.  We do not see the
Moon in the sky at all during that phase.  Then after that phase, we
begin to see more parts of the Moon.  First a crescent moon, then
a quarter moon, etc. and after 14 days, we see a full moon.  Then
it changes back to a quarter moon, then a crescent moon, etc. and
then we don’t see it at all as it’s the new moon time again.

Telescopes help us look into space so we can see faraway
places.  Observatories have very powerful telescopes.  Scientists
have also launched space shuttles and satellites to help them
learn more about space.  In 1969, Neil Armstrong became the first
person to walk on the Moon!

Interesting Facts:
• The Moon is 4.5 billion years old.
• The Moon orbits the Earth at a speed of 2,288 miles per hour.
• The Moon travels a distance of 1,423,000 miles around the
Earth.
• The Moon has a diameter of 2,000 miles.
• The Moon has no atmosphere and no water.  There is no wind
or weather.
• We always see the same side of the Moon.  It always keeps the
same side pointing towards us so we can never see the “back” of
the Moon from the Earth.
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